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Condensation of Semiconductor
Microcavity Exciton Polaritons

Hui Deng,1* Gregor Weihs,1,2 Charles Santori,1

Jacqueline Bloch,3 Yoshihisa Yamamoto1,4

A phase transition from a classical thermal mixed state to a quantum-me-
chanical pure state of exciton polaritons is observed in a GaAs multiple quan-
tum-well microcavity from the decrease of the second-order coherence func-
tion. Supporting evidence is obtained from the observation of a nonlinear
threshold behavior in the pump-intensity dependence of the emission, a
polariton-like dispersion relation above threshold, and a decrease of the re-
laxation time into the lower polariton state. The condensation of microcavity
exciton polaritons is confirmed.

The search for the macroscopic quantum coher-
ence formed in a degenerate Bose gas drives the
worldwide work on atom Bose-Einstein con-
densation (BEC). Though the observed first
order coherence of atoms is a direct manifesta-
tion of the wave nature of matter, only second-
order and higher-order coherence functions can
distinguish quantum-mechanical pure states
from a classical thermal mixed state (1). In
quantum optics, quantum phase transitions have
been studied extensively for lasers and paramet-
ric oscillators via the second order coherence
function. For atomic BECs, the second- and
third-order coherence functions have been mea-
sured indirectly in the spatial domain (2, 3) but
not in the time domain. Semiconductor exciton
polaritons constitute another promising system
to explore the physics of degenerate Bose gas-
es, but in a stronger interaction regime (4, 5).
However, conclusive evidence of condensation

of excitons or polaritons has been elusive. We
have obtained evidence for the formation of
macroscopic quantum coherence by measuring
the time domain of second-order coherence
function g(2)(�) of the light emitted from the
polaritons

g2(�) �
�Ê(�)(t)Ê(�)(t��)Ê(�)(t��)Ê(�)(t)�

�Ê(�)(t)É(�)(t)�2

(1)

where Ê(�)(t) and Ê(�)(t) are the negative and
positive frequency parts of the electric field
operator at time t, respectively (1).

When the optical field of a semiconductor
microcavity strongly couples to the heavy-
hole excitons in embedded quantum wells
(QWs) (Fig. 1A), new normal modes are
formed, the lower polariton (LP) and the
upper polariton (UP) (6). The coupling
strength of the interband dipole moment to
the cavity optical mode determines the split-
ting between the UP and LP energies. The
confinement of the excitons in a QW lifts the
degeneracy of the heavy-hole and light-hole
excitons, so that the UP and the LP are only
twofold degenerate by their spins. With inte-
ger total spin, QW excitons and cavity polari-

tons behave as interacting bosons in the
low-density regime. The exchange interac-
tion between the excitons’ fermionic constit-
uents, electrons and holes, introduces a repul-
sive interaction between excitons with
identical spins (4, 5, 7, 8). This weak repul-
sive interaction is indispensable for the for-
mation of exciton or polariton BECs.

In the search for polariton condensation ef-
fects, a nonlinear emission has been observed in
exciton-polariton systems (9–11), but the mech-
anism leading to the observed nonlinearity was
not clarified. Pump-probe experiments (12, 13)
provided evidence of the bosonic final-state
stimulation and the amplification of polaritons
by polariton-polariton scattering, which is also
the mechanism for creating the macroscopic
polariton condensation in the work presented
here. In our experiments, excitons with a large
transverse momentum are initially created by
optical pumping. They relax by polariton-po-
lariton scattering (through the exciton compo-
nent of the wave function) and cool subsequent-
ly by phonon emission, thereby losing the co-
herence inherited from the pump wave and
forming a real exciton-polariton population
with a quasi-thermal distribution (Fig. 1B). Due
to the slow phonon emission rate and fast radi-
ative decay rate in the region of small in-plane
wavenumber k� region, most of the injected
excitons radiatively decay before they relax to
the bottom of the LP branch (the k� � 0 LP
state). However, it is expected that above a
critical pump intensity, when the LP popula-
tion per mode around k� � 0 approaches
one, the elastic scattering of two LPs into
the k� � 0 LP and a higher-energy LP is
considerably enhanced due to bosonic fi-
nal-state stimulation. This stimulated LP-
LP scattering is a phase coherent process,
analogous to the phase coherent stimulated
emission in a laser. Consequently, a mac-
roscopic coherent population can quickly
build up in the k� � 0 LP state, forming a
condensate.
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However, the quasi-particle picture of po-
laritons breaks down when the exciton den-
sity exceeds the saturation limit, where the

exciton decoherence rate due to exciton-
phonon scattering exceeds the UP-LP split-
ting. The normal modes of the system then

become the cavity photon and the QW exci-
ton. In order to increase the saturation limit,
we used a system with 12 GaAs quantum
wells placed at the antinode positions of a
GaAs/AlGaAs microcavity (Fig. 1A). In such
a system, the effective exciton density per
QW is reduced to one-twelfth of the total
exciton density, and hence the exciton deco-
herence rate for a given polariton population
is suppressed. Moreover, the UP-LP splitting
is increased by the square root of the number
of QWs (14, 15). When the polariton splitting
becomes comparable to the bare exciton
binding energy, the effective exciton radius
in the LP is also reduced dramatically (16).
All these effects combined make the conden-
sation of k� � 0 lower polaritons possible
before the saturation limit is reached.

In all of our measurements, the sample tem-
perature was 4 K. Reflectivity measurements
gave 1.6116 eV and 14.9 meV for the bare
exciton energy and the UP-LP splitting, respec-
tively. The experimental setup is depicted in
Fig. 1C. We excited the initial polariton popu-
lation using a mode-locked Ti-Sapphire laser
with a pulse duration of 3 ps and a repetition rate
of 76 MHz. The pump was circularly polarized
and focused to a spot 20 �m in diameter on the
sample where the QW exciton is on resonance
with the cavity photon under weak excitation.
At 40° from normal incidence in air, the pump
was resonant with polaritons having an in-plane
wavenumber k� � 5.33 � 104 cm�1. At this
incidence angle, direct coherent four-wave mix-
ing is forbidden (17, 18). We collected the emit-
ted light with an angular resolution of 1° in air
using an optical fiber that was connected to an
imaging spectrometer, a streak camera for time
domain analysis, or a Hanbury Brown–Twiss-
type (HB-T) setup for the measurement of the
second order coherence function.

The emission intensity I into the normal
direction is proportional to the population of
the polaritons in the k� � 0 LP state. Its
dependence on the pump intensity reveals a
sharp super-linear increase near the threshold
(Fig. 2A), which indicates the onset of stim-
ulated polariton-polariton scattering into the
k� � 0 LP state. The pump power density at
threshold is Pth 	 300 W/cm2, corresponding
to an excitation density of nQW � 8 � 109

cm�2 polaritons per pulse per QW (19). It is
30 times smaller than the saturation limit and
more than two orders of magnitude smaller
than the Mott density of 3 � 1012 cm�2 per
QW. The total exciton population is nLP �
12nQW 	 1011 cm�2 per pulse. The LP pop-
ulation per mode around k� � 0, nLP, at
threshold is estimated to be of the order of
unity (19). Emission spectra (Fig. 2B) feature
a blue shift of the emission energy due to the
phase space filling of the excitons (20). The
maximum blue shift of 3 meV is still much
less than half of the UP-LP splitting of 7.45
meV; i.e., the energy of the emission always

   
 

    

Fig. 1. Illustration of sample structure, dispersion, relaxation mechanisms, and experimental setup. (A)
Structure of the sample consisting of a 
/2 AlAs cavity sandwiched between two distributed Bragg
reflectors (DBRs), which are made of alternating Ga0.8Al0.2As/AlAs 
/4 layers. Three stacks of QWs are
placed at the antinode positions of the microcavity photon field, which is depicted by the solid curve.
Each stack has four 7-nm-thick GaAs QWs separated by 3-nm-thick AlAs barriers. (B) Dispersion curves
of the QW heavy-hole exciton, cavity photon, UP, and LP. The cavity photon and QW exciton are on
resonance at k� � 0. The two relaxation mechanisms, multiple phonon emission and LP-LP scattering,
are also depicted. (C) The experimental setup, showing the laser-excited sample (top), collecting and
spectral filtering optics (middle), and HB-T type configuration (bottom).
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Fig. 2. Static property
measurements of the
emission. (A) Lower
polariton emission in-
tensity versus normal-
ized pump intensity
P/Pth. Pth � 300
W/cm2. (B) Reflec-
tion spectrum (upper
curve), and emission
spectra of the LP at
various pump intensi-
ties (lower curves). The
relatively broad emis-
sion bandwidth is due
to polariton-polariton
interaction (27). The
broad linewidth of the
UP reflection spec-
trum, compared with
the LP linewidth, is due
to the background
band-to-band absorp-
tion, and the increased
exciton size in the UP,
caused by the very
strong coupling be-
tween the cavity opti-
cal mode and inter-
band dipole moment
(16). (C) Observed dis-
persion of the LP be-
low and above thresh-
old. Both curves agree
with the calculated LP dispersion (solid line) and are well discriminated from the calculated QW exciton and
cavity photon dispersions (dashed lines). Energy origins of the curves are shifted for easy comparison.
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remains distinctly below the QW exciton and
cavity photon energy. This ensures that the
polariton is still the normal mode of the
system.

To measure energy versus transverse wave-
number, we collected the far-field emission
spectra at various external emission angles. The
results are compared with the theoretical disper-
sion curves for the LP, cavity photon, and QW
exciton (Fig. 2C). The effective mass of the
quasi-particle responsible for the nonlinear
emission is defined by meff � �2(d2E/dk�

2) and
can be deduced from the measured dispersion
curves. It is about the same below threshold and
just above threshold, both in close agreement
with the theoretical value. At P/Pth � 17, which
is the highest pump intensity we used, meff

decreased by 30% due to the blue detuning of
the exciton energy with respect to the cavity
photon energy as a result of the phase space
filling effect described above (20). This is in
sharp contrast to a saturated GaAs single QW
microcavity system for which a transition of the
effective mass from twice the photon mass to
the photon mass was observed at threshold (21,
22). That the measured LP mass is significantly
larger than the bare photon mass is strong evi-
dence that we have observed a polariton con-
densate rather than a normal photon laser.

We present the result of a time-domain mea-
surement of the k� � 0 LP emission intensity
detected at normal direction by a streak camera
with an overall resolution of 5 ps (Fig. 3). The
full width at half maximum (FWHM) and turn-
on delay of the emission pulse are obtained by
deconvolving the detected pump pulse from the
detected emission pulse. Distinctly different
from the coherent polariton four-wave mixing
process (15, 17, 23), there is a finite turn-on
delay and turn-off decay of the k� � 0 LP
emission relative to the pump pulse. This is a
signature that the optically injected polaritons
relaxed into the k� � 0 LP state. Below thresh-
old, the relaxation of the LPs is mainly due to
slow multiple-phonon emissions, resulting in a
large delay time of about 100 ps and a very long
decay tail of about 350 ps. Above threshold, the
stimulated LP-LP scattering accelerates the re-
laxation, leading to a much shorter turn-on de-
lay and turn-off decay.

To measure the second-order coherence
function, the pulsed LP emission centered at
770.8 nm was collected in the direction
normal to the sample surface and was fil-
tered by a monochromator with a resolution
of 
 � 0.1 nm, resulting in a pulse with
a coherence time of �c � �8 ln2 
2/(c
) 	
4 ps. The filtered pulse was then sent to an
HB-T setup (Fig. 1C). Two single photon
counting modules were used for detection. The
electronic pulses from the photon counters
were used as start (t1) and stop (t2) signals for
a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC), which
is in turn connected to a multi-channel analyz-
er (MCA). The MCA records a histogram of

the time intervals t2 – t1. The time resolution
Tr � 500 ps of the photo counters is much
longer than the emission pulse width in our
experiment, but still much shorter than the
pulse repetition period Trep � 13 ns. Hence,
the recorded histograms consist of equally
spaced peaks with a width determined by Tr.
The normalized peak areas are given by

g(2)( j) �
�n1(i) n2(i�j)�i

�n1� �n2�
(2)

where n1(i) and n2(i � j) are the photon
numbers detected by the two photon counters
in pulses i and i � j, respectively. In the limit
of low average count rates (�0.01 per pulse
in our experiment), g (2) ( j ) approximates
g(2)(�) (defined in Eq. 1) time averaged over

each pulse.
Below threshold, the emission is expected to

be in a multimode thermal state, for which
g(2)(0) � 2 and g(2)(� �� �c) � 1 (24 ).
The FWHM temporal width of the pulse
is about 350 ps below threshold (Fig. 3),
much longer than �c. The measured
g (2)(0) (Fig. 4) is an integration of g(2)(0)
over the whole pulse (Eq. 2) and therefore
is close to 1. At threshold, the pulse width
shortens to 	8 ps and is now compa-
rable to �c. Hence, g (2)(0) is close to
g(2)(0). Here, we observed bunching of the
emitted photons, with a maximum g (2)(0)
of 1.77 at P/Pth 	 1.1. This bunching ef-
fect, which is obscured by the time inte-
gration effect below threshold, is expected
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for a thermal state. Far above threshold,
the pulse width only decreases further and
therefore g (2)(0) remains a good estimate
for g(2)(0). However the g(2)(0) measured in
this region decreases, demonstrating that
second-order coherence, or in other words,
a quantum-mechanical pure state, is form-
ing in the polariton condensate.

In conclusion, the quantum phase transition
from a classical thermal mixed state to a quan-
tum-mechanical pure state in an exciton polari-
ton system is confirmed by observing the de-
crease of g(2)(0) above threshold. It is still an
open question what specific quantum state the
condensate falls into. A standard BEC theory
suggests a particle number eigenstate at absolute
zero temperature. The quantum Monte-Carlo
wavefunction analysis based on the exciton-
phonon coupling in an open system suggests a
coherent state (25). However, the interactions
among polaritons leads to virtual excitations of
quantum correlated pair excited states (26, 27),
which resembles a squeezed state in quantum
optics. For all of these cases, g(2) (0) is expected
to approach one, so the present experiment does
not distinguish among these possible quantum
states. Fortunately, due to the half matter–half
light nature of the polaritons (28), their coher-
ence properties are transferred to the emitted
light field. They then can be measured with
methods well developed in quantum optics such
as higher-order coherence functions and optical
homodyne tomography (29). Future research
along this line should clarify the exact nature of
the quantum state that the polariton condensate
approaches above threshold.
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Dynamics of Hydrogen Bromide
Dissolution in the Ground and

Excited States
S. M. Hurley, T. E. Dermota, D. P. Hydutsky, A. W. Castleman Jr.*

The dissolution of acids is one of themost fundamental solvation processes, and
an important issue is the nature of the hydration complex resulting in ion pair
formation. We used femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy to show that five
water molecules are necessary for complete dissolution of a hydrogen bromide
molecule to form the contact ion pair H��Br–(H2O)n in the electronic ground
state. In smaller mixed clusters (n � 5), the ion pair formation can be pho-
toinduced by electronic excitation.

In many areas of atmospheric and biological
chemistry, the dissolution of acids in aqueous
media is of fundamental importance. One of the
basic processes of interest is the acid ionization
of hydrogen bromide (HBr) molecules in aque-
ous media to form the contact ion pair H��Br–,
which has been the subject of many theoretical
studies (1–5) but relatively few experimental
studies (6). One extensively discussed issue is
the minimum number of water molecules that is
necessary to solvate the molecule and form the
contact ion pair in isolated complexes. Theoret-
ical calculations (1–3) predict that contact ion
pair formation starts to occur in the mixed
cluster containing three water molecules, and
by the n � 4 mixed cluster, complete dissolu-
tion has occurred. Here, we report an investi-
gation into the ultrafast dynamics of mixed
clusters of HBr-water, using the pump-probe
technique (7) coupled with reflectron time-of-
flight mass spectrometry (8, 9) to determine the
mechanism of ion pair formation in the ground
and excited electronic states of HBr.

A molecular beam composed of HBr clus-
ters was formed by the supersonic expansion
through a pulsed nozzle (150 �m in diameter)
of a 10% HBr (Matheson gas) mixture seeded
in argon maintained at a total backing pres-

sure of 	3 bar. Mixed HBr-water clusters
were formed by crossing the neutral cluster
beam with an effusive water vapor beam
from a pickup source (10). A (2 � 1) pump-
probe ionization scheme (pump, 271 nm;
probe, 407 nm; pulse duration, 80 fs) was
used to study the dynamics of HBr-water
clusters excited to the v � 1 level of the
Rydberg C1� state of the HBr chromophore
(11). Mass spectra revealed a typical cluster
distribution, including HBr clusters up to size
10, H�(H2O)n (n � 1 to 4) and mixed clus-
ters of H�(HBr)(H2O)n (n � 1 to 3). In Fig.
1A, the pump-probe temporal responses of
HBr� and H2O� are shown. The transient
pump-probe dynamics of the protonated wa-
ter clusters (Fig. 1B) are substantially differ-
ent from those of the HBr� and H2O� mono-
mers (Fig. 1A). The H�(H2O)n originate
from a mixed cluster of HBr and water. The
excess proton in the product originates from
the HBr, as established through extensive
studies of the isotopically substituted acids.
After ionization of the mixed cluster, a neu-
tral bromine is lost, and only protonated wa-
ter clusters are detected, as depicted in Eq. 1.

HBr(H2O)n�(2�1)h�3H(H2O)n
��Br�e–

(1)

where h is Planck’s constant and � is frequen-
cy. Under the conditions of the present ex-
periments, water is added effusively, and
neutral water clusters are not formed; hence,
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